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ABSTRACT

Multimedia proxy a hing is a lient-oriented solution for
large-s ale delivery of high quality streams over heterogeneous networks su h as the Internet. Existing solutions for
multimedia proxy a hing are unable to adjust quality of
a hed streams. Thus, these solutions either an not maximize delivered quality or exhibit poor a hing eÆ ien y.
This paper presents the design and implementation of Mo ha,
a quality adaptive multimedia proxy a he for layered enoded streams. The main ontribution of Mo ha is its ability
to adjust quality of a hed streams based on their popularity and on the available bandwidth between proxy and
interested lients. Thus, Mo ha an signi antly improve
a hing eÆ ien y without ompromising delivered quality.
To perform quality adaptive a hing, Mo ha implements
ne-grained repla ement and ne-grained prefet hing me hanisms. We des ribe our prototype implementation of Mo ha
on top of Squid and address various design hallenges su h
as managing partially a hed streams. Finally, we validate
our implementation and present some of our preliminary results.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Most of today's Internet streaming appli ations have a
lient-server ar hite ture where a server pipelines a requested
stream to a lient through the network. The lient-server arhite ture for Internet streaming has two major limitations.
First, it does not s ale to a large number of lients be ause
streaming appli ations onsume network bandwidth along
the path from the server to the lient for the entire session.
Se ond, the quality of pipelined stream is limited to the bottlene k bandwidth along the server- lient path.
To a hieve s alability and deliver high quality streams,
multimedia ontent should be maintained lose to interested
lients. Proxy a hing of multimedia streams is a lientoriented solution that addresses both limitations simultaneously. Similar to Web proxy a hing, a hing of popular
streams at a proxy substantially redu es the load on the

network (and the server), whi h in turn a ommodates s alability. Furthermore, sin e a proxy is lo ated lose to its
lients, it an e e tively avoid network bottlene k and maximize delivered quality and a ommodate lient bandwidth
heterogeneity. The ability to adjust the quality of a a hed
stream is a ru ial requirement for multimedia proxy a hing
me hanisms in heterogeneous networks su h as the Internet
that has not been well-understood. To justify this laim,
onsider a proxy that has three lients with di erent bandwidth (Figure 1). To maximize delivered quality of a a hed
stream s to all lients, the proxy should be able to provide
appropriate versions of stream s that an be pipelined to
ea h lient. This implies that a hing me hanisms should
be quality adaptive. There are two alternatives to a hieve
quality adaptive a hing: 1) Ca hing di erent en oded versions of stream s with di erent quality, or 2) Ca hing layered
en oded version of stream s where the appropriate quality
(i.e., number of layers) for ea h lient is determined by its
bandwidth[1℄. Layered en oding is an eÆ ient and exible
way to adjust quality of a hed streams without losing a he
performan e due to the following reasons: 1) Multimedia
streams are orders of magnitude larger than typi al Web obje ts. Thus, a hing multiple versions of ea h stream ould
signi antly redu e a he utilization; 2) Layered organization provides an opportunity to improve delivered quality
of a a hed stream on-the- y where lower layers are played
ba k from the a he and higher layers are delivered from the
server.
Therefore, the design of a multimedia proxy a hing me hanism should address two key issues:
1. Whi h streams are suÆ iently popular to be a hed?
2. What is the appropriate quality for ea h a hed stream?
The rst issue in essen e is a Web a he repla ement problem. The se ond problem, however, addresses the notion
of quality for a hed streams as a new dimension in design
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of a hing me hanism that does not exist in Web a hing
s hemes. If a majority of lients an only a ord to re eive
a low quality version of stream s, the proxy an a he only
the low quality (and thus smaller) version of the stream
to improve a he utilization. To adaptively in rease or derease quality of a hed streams, the proxy should implement ne-grained prefet hing and ne-grained repla ement
me hanisms, respe tively. Furthermore, the server should
provide a ess to a portion of a layered en oded stream.
Most of the work on design and development of multimedia proxy a hes has only fo used on the rst issue and
treated multimedia streams in an atomi fashion similar to
Web obje ts. These approa hes ould result in poor a he
utilization sin e multimedia streams are orders of magnitude
larger than typi al Web obje ts. Admittedly, unpopularity
of the layered approa h is in part due to la k of support for
layered en oded streams by major ontent providers. Most
of the previous work on multimedia proxy a hing address
neither network bandwidth heterogeneity nor the need for
rate and quality adaptation. Therefore, they are not suitable
for the Internet. To the best of our knowledge, Mo ha is the
rst quality adaptive proxy a he for multimedia streams.
Design and evaluation of multimedia proxy a hes are still
immature in ompare to Web a hing s hemes. Judging
based on the work on Web a hing s hemes, design and
evaluation of multimedia proxy a hing me hanisms learly
require substantially more investigation.
This paper presents the design and implementation of
Mo ha, a multimedia proxy a he for layered en oded streams
on top of Squid[2℄. Mo ha's key ontribution is its ability
to perform quality adaptive a hing. Mo ha a hes popular
streams and adaptively adjusts quality of a hed streams
based on both stream popularity and available bandwidth
to interested lients. Mo ha leverages layered stru ture of
streams to implement ne-grained repla ement and negrained prefet hing me hanisms. Therefore, Mo ha is able
to maximize delivered quality for a group of heterogeneous
lients without ompromising a he spa e utilization. We
address the high level ar hite ture of Mo ha and dis uss the
main issues and hallenges in the design of key omponents
of the ar hite ture. We validate our prototype through various experiments, and present some of our preliminary results.
Mo ha requires a lient-server ar hite ture that supports
layer-en oded streaming in order to adapt quality of a hed
streams. Mo ha an also be used for a hing non-layered enoded streams. However, it an not adjust quality of a hed
streams in this s enario. We have prototyped a modular
lient-server ar hite ture [3℄ for delivery of layered en oded
stream as shown in Figure 2. Client and server use RTSP [4℄
for signaling. The server performs ongestion ontrol [5℄ to
determine fair share of bandwidth. Then a layered quality
adaptation me hanism [6℄ mat hes the number of transmitted layers with average bandwidth. Although we are interested in uni ast streaming, we used RTP [7℄ for data pa kets and RTCP for a k pa kets. Ea h layer is transmitted
through a separate RTP session. However, ongestion ontrol is olle tively performed a ross all RTP sessions. The
lient re eives pa kets of di erent layers and rebuilds the
stream in a reorganization bu er before sending the stream
to the display.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Se tion
2 justi es why we developed Mo ha on top of Squid and
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Figure 2: Client-server Ar hite ture

sket hes the high level ar hite ture of Mo ha by des ribing
request management in Mo ha. Se tion 3 addresses design
issues and hallenges for the key omponents of Mo ha. In
Se tion 4, we report some preliminary experimental results.
Se tion 5 brie y reviews related work. Finally, Se tion 6
on ludes the paper and addresses our future dire tions.
2. ARCHITECTURE

Mo ha was developed on top of open-sour e ode Squid[2℄.
Our main motivation was to leverage generi omponents
of Squid (su h as request pro essing, storage and memory
management, and general utility routines for memory alloation and event handling) that an be reused for multimedia a hing with little or no modi ation. For example, we
took advantage of similarity in message pro essing between
HTTP and RTSP, and simply repla e HTTP routines with
their RTSP orrespondent. Therefore, we only needed to
add those omponents that are required to a he and replay layered en oded streams. This substantially redu ed
our prototyping and debugging phases. Obviously, building
on top of Squid introdu ed a few restri tions and limitations. For example, we needed to extend storage management routines su h that all layers of a a hed stream are
olle tively viewed as a single obje t by Squid. More importantly, Squid's le system is probably not optimized to store
and retrieve multimedia streams. Thus, it is likely that our
urrent implementation does not s ale to a large number of
lients. Fortunately, Squid has a modular stru ture and we
an repla e its le system routines whenever it be omes a
bottlene k. Another key requirement for eÆ ient handling
of streaming obje ts is management of disk bandwidth. We
plan to add su h a management me hanism to a hieve high
performan e in a near future. Pla ement and retrieval of
multimedia streams have been extensively studied in the
ontext of multimedia servers (e.g., [8℄). Our goal is to study
transport issues for obje t management a ross the Internet
rather than well-understood lo al resour e management issues at the proxy.
Mo ha appears as a lient for a server and as a server for
a lient. Figure 3 depi ts the internal ar hite ture of Mo ha
as a ombination of a lient and a server. We explain the
fun tionality of individual omponents by des ribing request
management in Mo ha.
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If a opy of s is available in the a he,
Mo ha a ts as a server and dire tly replies to all RTSP
messages as shown in Figure 5. Upon arrival of PLAY
request from lient, Mo ha initiates delivery of a hed
stream while performing rate and quality adaptation
based on the state of the proxy- lient onne tion. If
the quality of the a hed stream is lower than the
maximum deliverable quality to the lient, prefet hing manager establishes a prefet hing session to the
server to prefet h missing parts of a hed layers as
well as higher layers of requested stream on a demanddriven fashion. Thus on a a he hit, Mo ha should
manage both playba k and prefet hing sessions su h
that prefet hed segments arrive before their play out
times to be properly merged with the playba k stream.
Fine-grained prefet hing is dis ussed in more details in
subse tion 3.2.

Ca he Hit:

3. MAIN COMPONENTS

In this se tion, we dis uss the design and implementation of three key omponents that are unique in Mo ha:
Obje t Management, Fine-grained Prefet hing, and Finegrained Repla ement.
3.1 Object Management

PLAY

PLAY

Time

Request manager(RM) module handles all the RTSP signaling between Mo ha and lient or server. Upon arrival of
a SETUP request for a stream s, RM he ks the availability
of s in the a he, and one of the following s enarios o urs:
 Ca he Miss: If s is missing from the a he, RM relays
all RTSP messages in both dire tions between lient
and original server (or another proxy depending on
on guration). Mo ha also relays data and a knowledgment(ACK) pa kets in both dire tions as shown in
Figure 4. Obviously, pa ket relaying pro ess will introdu e a delay but we expe t the delay to be small under
moderate load on the proxy. Therefore, the server effe tively measures losses and round-trip-time(RTT) of
the server- lient onne tion, and adapts its transmission rate and delivered quality (i.e., number of layers)
a ordingly. This implies that on a a he miss, the
session is end-to-end and quality of the played ba k
stream is limited by the bottlene k bandwidth, i.e.,
proxy an not improve delivered quality on a miss.
Noti e that the original server an send either a stored
or even a live stream. Mo ha an inter ept all transmitted data pa kets and a he a opy of the delivered
stream.
SETUP

OK

OK

2.1 Request Management

Mo ha a hes RTP pa kets instead of their raw payload.
Although a hing header of RTP pa kets redu es a he spa e
utilization, the proxy does not need to deal with various payload formats and be omes ontent-independent. Mo ha relies on RTP sequen e number to dete t missing segments of
a layer, and uses RTP time-stamp (and marker bit) to store
and play ba k RTP pa kets properly. Mo ha an also maintain a few well-a epted RTP pro les to properly interpret
RTP header information.
One of the main hallenges in the design of storage management for Mo ha was to store and a ess partially a hed
layers of a single stream eÆ iently. Sin e Web a hes store
or ush an obje t in an atomi fashion, we needed to extend Squid's data stru tures to maintain information about
a hed segments of all layers. Furthermore, all layers of
ea h stream should be olle tively viewed as a single obje t
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by Squid in order to reuse its basi obje t management features (e.g., he king hit or miss s enarios). Squid maintains
a StoreEntry for ea h obje t where obje t-spe i information is kept. Figure 6 shows how we extended Squid's data
stru tures to manage layered en oded streams in Mo ha.
Pa kets of ea h layer of a a hed stream are stored in a separate le. Ea h le ontains a olle tion of hunks where
a hunk onsists of a group of ontiguous pa kets. Lo ation of a pa ket in a hunk an be easily al ulated if all
pa kets have the same size. But in a general ase, pa kets
an be variable in size. To allow qui k traversal within a
hunk, we interleaved pointers to the next pa ket between
every two pa kets in ea h hunk. In order to qui kly lo ate
a spe i hunk, Mo ha maintains a linked list in memory
for ea h layer of an a tive stream that is being played ba k.
Ea h element of the linked list points to one or a group of
hunks on disk. Thus by traversing the linked list, Mo ha
an rapidly identify the lo ation of a spe i hunk on disk
and minimize disk a ess. The bigger the hunk size, the
shorter the linked list, but it takes longer to rea h a spe i
pa ket within a hunk.
Mo ha treats a hunk as a an atomi unit, i.e., all pa kets of a hunk are a hed or repla ed together. When a
hole in sequen e number is dete ted or N ontiguous pa kets arrive, all the previously re eived pa kets are a hed as a
hunk. While hunks an have variable sizes, Mo ha limits
the maximum number of pa kets in a hunk (i.e., N ). When
a missing pa ket arrives during prefet hing, two small adjaent hunks an be onsolidated. The intera tions between
onsolidation and ne-grained repla ement result in a set of
pseudo-balan ed hunks.
3.2 Fine-grained Prefetching

Mo ha implements online ne-grained prefet hing in order
to improve the delivered quality of a a hed stream. When
the quality of a a hed stream is lower than the maximum
deliverable quality to an interested lient, Mo ha initiates a
onne tion to the server and a ts as a lient. Then it sends
prefet hing requests for missing pie es of a tive layers that
are likely to be needed during the playba k. Ea h missing
pa ket should be prefet hed before its play out time. Sin e
the prefet hing session is ongestion ontrolled, the available

server-proxy bandwidth is not known a priori and ould vary
in time. The available prefet hing bandwidth should be used
eÆ iently to deliver missing pa kets in a prioritized fashion
su h that prefet hing session remains loosely syn hronized
with the playba k session.
To a hieve this, we devised a sliding window approa h to
prefet hing that is illustrated in Figure 7. At time t during playba k, the prefet hing manager examines a window
of time in the future ([t + T , t + T + Æ℄) to identify required pa kets that are missing. If required segments are in
the a he, they are fet hed into the memory a he to avoid
any potential delay during disk a ess. At the same time,
Mo ha sends a single prefet hing request whi h ontains an
ordered list of all required but missing pa kets of this window. Requested pa kets are ordered based on their importan e, i.e., based on layer number and within a layer based
on their play out time in a round-robin fashion as numbered
in Figure 7. The server delivers requested segments in the
spe i ed order through a ongestion- ontrolled onne tion.
Thus, in the absen e of suÆ ient prefet hing bandwidth,
only the most important segments are delivered. After p
se onds, Mo ha examines the next prefet hing window and
sends another prefet hing request to the server. To keep
playba k and prefet hing sessions loosely syn hronized, ea h
prefet hing request will pre-empt any previous prefet hing
request. In summary, online prefet hing has three parameters, 1) Æ, length of prefet hing window, 2) T , look-ahead
distan e and 3) p, sliding period where p  Æ. If p < Æ, there
is an overlap between adja ent windows whi h results in a
more onservative use of prefet hing bandwidth.
The \Range" header eld of RTSP PLAY method was
used to prefet h a group of ontiguous pa kets of a layer. We
extended the \Range" header eld to arry multiple ranges
of several layers in a single RTSP message. Another issue
was sequential pro essing of RTSP PLAY requests. To allow
a new prefet hing request to pre-empt previous prefet hing
requests, we introdu ed a new type of Range eld in RTSP
that an be over-written by new Range requests.
Besides the data stru tures des ribed in Se tion 3.1, Mo ha
maintains status of a hed pa kets of all layers of a stream
in a bitmap. The bitmap is used to implement the sliding
window approa h eÆ iently be ause missing pa kets an be
identi ed without a essing the hard disk. At any point of
time, only bitmaps of a tive streams are kept in the memory. We plan to add an o -line prefet hing me hanism to
Mo ha.

Squid has a built-in memory a he on top of storage that
holds popular obje ts in a LRU fashion to minimize disk a ess. Mo ha leverages this memory a he with some modi ations to improve a he performan e. On a a he hit,
the memory a he temporarily lo ks a hed pa kets that are
fet hed from disk ahead of time as well as prefet hed pa kets from the server until they are played out or their playout
times expire. Therefore, at any point of time, a window of
fet hed or prefet hed pa kets are maintained in the memory
a he.
3.3 Replacement Policy

We modi ed Squid repla ement poli y to implement negrained repla ement me hanism. Squid periodi ally invokes
repla ement routines and if the amount of total a hed data
is higher than a on gured high-water mark, a suÆ ient
number of least popular obje ts are evi ted. We basi ally
repla ed the vi tim sele tion me hanism.
In order to implement ne-grained repla ement, we need
to de ne ne-grained popularity, i.e., assign popularity values to pie es of a stream. Sin e quality of a a hed stream
is determined by the number of a hed layers, Mo ha assigns popularity to individual layers. Popularity of layer i
of stream s is de ned as follows:
P 2[  ℄ whit(x; i),
P (t) =
( )
whit(x; i) =
()
where whit(i; x) is weighted hit of layer i during session
x. We used the umulative value of whit a ross all sessions
over a re ent window of time ([t ..t℄) as popularity of
a layer. This de nition of popularity aptures both level
of interest among lients and available bandwidth to interested lients[1℄. Consequently, lower layers of an unpopular
stream might be ushed before higher layers of streams that
are popular among high bandwidth lients. Furthermore,
this de nition guarantees that within a single stream, popularity monotoni ally de reases with layer number, i.e., the
vi tim layer is always the highest layer of a a hed stream.
Popularity of all a hed layers are maintained in a sorted
linked list, alled popularity list. Thus, a vi tim layer is
always at the end of the list. At the end of ea h session,
whit and popularity of a tive layers are updated and their
lo ation in the popularity list is hanged a ordingly.
Although Mo ha keeps tra k of popularity of individual
layers, repla ement is performed at a per hunk basis to
a hieve high a he spa e utilization. When the amount of
a hed data ex eeds the high water mark, Squid invokes
Mo ha's repla ement routine. The least popular layer is sele ted as vi tim and hunks of a vi tim layer are ushed from
the end to the beginning, until total amount of a hed data
is less than the high water mark. The intera tions between
ne-grained repla ement and sliding window approa h to
prefet hing smooth out quality of a hed streams.
Fine-grained repla ement an potentially result in thrashing where pa kets of a a hed layer are ushed in order to
make room for prefet hed pa kets of a higher layer of the
same stream. To prevent su h behavior, Mo ha employs
a simple lo king me hanism. Mo ha lo ks all a tive layers
that are being played ba k for the entire duration of the
session.
i
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4. EXPERIMENTS

We are urrently validating our prototype implementation. In this se tion, we brie y present some of our preliminary results to illustrate the basi features of Mo ha. Our
data set onsists of 50 streams with 6 layers, and the bandwidth of all layers is 6 Kbps. Stream lengths were hosen
randomly within the range of [30se .. 180se ℄. We generate
a request sequen e with 5000 requests and Zipf-like popularity distribution with proper temporal lo ality. Popularity
of streams monotoni ally de reases with stream ID, i.e., s0
is the most popular. The a he size is 30% of the size of
data set. The value of popularity window is in nite ( =
1). We use the topology in Figure 1, and a lient-server
ar hite ture that is similar to Figure 2.
First, we examine the behavior of ne-grained repla ement me hanism when the online prefet hing me hanism is
turned o . We ondu t an experiment with a single lient
where proxy- lient bandwidth is only 24 Kbps (i.e., 4 layers)
and server-proxy bandwidth is more than 36 Kbps (i.e., 4
layers). Figure 8 depi ts variations in quality of three a hed
streams (s0 , s25 , s49 ) with minimum, moderate and maximum popularity during the experiment, respe tively. The
time of ea h request for these three representative streams
is also shown at the top of Figure 8. This gure learly illustrates the impa t of stream popularity on dynami s of a he
repla ement. s0 qui kly be omes popular and all 4 layers are
a hed for the entire experiment. s49 never be omes suÆiently popular to stay in the a he, thus all layers of s49 are
always played ba k from the server and are removed from
the a he after a short period. After several lose requests
for s25 early in the experiment (request number < 500), all
4 layers of s25 are a hed. Then its quality is gradually degraded sin e other streams be ome more popular than s25 .
Sin e the ne-grained prefet hing me hanism is turned o ,
higher layers of s49 are not prefet hed even when it be omes
more popular later in the experiment.
Next, we turned on the ne-grained prefet hing me hanism to examine its intera tions with the ne-grained repla ement me hanism in the presen e of two heterogeneous
lients with 36Kbps (i.e., 6 layers) and 12Kbps (i.e., 2 layers) bandwidth. We use a smaller data set with 20 streams
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where stream lengths are hosen randomly within the range
of [30se .. 180se ℄. We generate a request sequen e with
Zipf-like popularity distribution and proper temporal lo ality. To examine the e e t of lient bandwidth, 70% of total
requests for ea h stream are issued by the high bandwidth
lient and the rest are issued by the low bandwidth lient.
Ca he size is 30% of the size of data set. Figure 9 depi ts
the variations in quality of three representative streams (s0 ,
s12 , s19 ) with minimum, moderate and maximum popularity during the experiment, respe tively. The time of ea h
high and low bandwidth request for these three representative streams are shown at the top of this gure. All 6
layers of the most popular stream (s0 ) are brought into the
a he at the beginning and stay in the a he for the rest
of the experiment. All 6 layers of the moderately popular
stream (s12 ) are a hed after ea h request from the high
bandwidth lient. Note that the top 4 layers of s12 are only
played in sessions for high bandwidth lients whereas the
lower two layers of s12 are played in all requests. Therefore,
the lower two layers are suÆ iently popular to stay in the
a he for the entire experiment. The top 4 of layers are often prefet hed and a hed for a limited period depending
on temporal lo ality of requests from the high bandwidth
lient for s12 . Similar to the previous experiment, required
layers of the unpopular stream (s19 ) are always played ba k
from the server and stay in the a he only for a short period
of time sin e they are not suÆ iently popular. Therefore,

prefet hing is not triggered for this stream.
Figure 10 shows average delivered quality of all streams
over the entire experiment as a fun tion of stream ID. Ideally, average delivered quality of ea h stream should monotoni ally de rease with stream popularity. Although Figure 10 shows a de reasing trend in average popularity of
a hed streams, it is learly not a monotoni de rease. A
loser examination of our results revealed that this behavior
is aused by our LFU repla ement algorithm. The hoi e of
 = 1 implies that our repla ement algorithm is a variant
of the Least Frequently Used (LFU) algorithm. LFU-based
algorithms have the well known anomaly that temporal distribution of requests plays a signi ant role in determining
the popularities of the streams in the a he [9℄. A less popular stream an stay in the a he for a long time if a large
number of requests for this stream arrives early in the experiment. This suggests the use of limited values for  in
order to age the stream popularities with time similar to
LRU algorithm. We are urrently examining the e e t of
various repla ement algorithms.
5. RELATED WORK

Multimedia proxy a hing is a new resear h area that has
not been suÆ iently explored. During re ent years, a few
ommer ial multimedia proxy a hes have been developed
[10, 11, 12℄. While there is no te hni al information about
these produ ts, they apparently onsist of a Web a he that
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repla ement algorithm for heterogeneous data type, alled
Resour e Based Ca hing(RBC). RBC onsiders the impa t
of resour e requirement of ea h stream (i.e., bandwidth and
spa e) on a he repla ement algorithms. Work in [25℄ further examined the RBC algorithm and presented a hybrid
LFU/interval a hing strategy.
Most of the previous work on multimedia proxy a hing
treat multimedia streams similar to Web obje ts (i.e., perform atomi repla ement). In our earlier work, we presented
overall design of a a hing me hanism for layered-en oded
stream[26℄. Then, we examined overall performan e of the
proposed s heme through simulation in [1℄. Mo ha is the
rst implementation of our proposed proxy a hing s heme
for multimedia streams over the Internet. Mo ha allows us
to explore various types of real-world issues. Our work omplements previous work on multimedia proxy a hing. More
spe i ally, Mo ha ontributes the idea of quality adaptive
a hing.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

is bundled with a media player. There are numerous works
on proxy a hing me hanism for Web obje ts (e.g., [13, 14℄).
However, due to the larger size of multimedia streams ompared to Web obje ts and streaming nature of delivery, existing proxy a hing s hemes seem to be ineÆ ient for multimedia streams. The MiddleMan ar hite ture [15℄ is a olle tion of ooperative proxy servers that olle tively a t as a
video a he for a well-provisioned lo al network (e.g. LAN).
Video streams are stored a ross multiple proxies where they
an be repla ed at a granularity of a blo k. They examine
performan e of the MiddleMan ar hite ture with di erent
repla ement poli ies.
A lass of a hing me hanisms for multimedia streams
propose to a he only sele ted portions of multimedia streams
to improve delivered quality. Clearly, these solutions do not
de rease the load on the server (or the network). To smooth
out the playba k of variable bit rate video streams, work in
[16℄ proposes a te hnique alled Video staging. The idea is
to prefet h and store sele ted portions of video streams in
a proxy to redu e burstiness of the stream during the playba k. Sen et al. [17℄ also present a pre x a hing me hanism
to redu e startup laten y. Work in [18℄ suggests a hing
only sele tive frames of a media stream based on the enoding properties of the video and lient bu er size in order
to improve robustness against network ongestion. Work in
[19℄ presents a a hing ar hite ture for multimedia streams,
alled SOCCER. SOCCER onsists of a self-organizing and
ooperative group of proxies. Work in [20℄ des ribes design
and implementation issues of a single proxy in the SOCCER ar hite ture that implements LRU repla ement algorithm. They fo us mostly on issues su h as segmentation
of multimedia streams and request aggregation. Work in
[21℄ studies the layered video a hing problem using an analyti al revenue model based on a sto hasti knapsa k. The
authors also develop several heuristi s to de ide whi h layers
of whi h streams should be stored in the a he to maximize
the a rued revenue.
In the ontext of media servers, various a hing strategies
of multimedia streams in main memory have been studied
in prior work[22, 23℄. The idea is to redu e disk a ess by
grouping requests and retrieving a single stream to serve the
entire group. Tewari et al. [24℄ present a disk-based a he

This paper des ribed the design and implementation of
a quality adaptive multimedia proxy a he, alled Mo ha.
We justi ed the need for quality adaptive a hing of multimedia streams over the Internet and argued that layered
en oding presents the most eÆ ient approa h to quality
adaptive a hing of multimedia streams. Mo ha performs
ne-grained prefet hing me hanism and uses ne-grained
repla ement me hanism to maximize both delivered quality storage eÆ ien y simultaneously. We presented Mo ha's
ar hite ture and key omponents of our prototyped implementation on top of Squid. Our preliminary results show
that Mo ha an properly adapt the quality of a a hed
stream based on its popularity and on the available bandwidth between the proxy and interested lients. We also
observed that LFU-based repla ement algorithms are sensitive to temporal distribution of requests.
We plan to ontinue this work in a ouple of dire tions.
First, we are de ning a new evaluation methodology for multimedia a hes. The notion of delivered quality for a hed
streams reveals that traditional performan e evaluation metri s (e.g., Byte hit ratio) for Web a hing are neither wellde ned nor suÆ ient for evaluation of multimedia proxy
a hing me hanisms. Instead, performan e evaluation of
multimedia a hing me hanisms should be examined along
two dimensions 1) overall quality of delivered streams, and
2) ability of the a he in redu ing the o ered load to the
network.
Se ond, we use this evaluation methodology to ondu t
exhaustive performan e evaluation of ne-grained repla ement and ne-grained prefet hing me hanisms under more
realisti workload and ba kground network traÆ . We also
need to examine sensitivity of ne-grained repla ement and
ne-grained prefet hing me hanisms to their main parameters. We also plan to ompare performan e of our repla ement algorithm with other proposed algorithms for multimedia a hes in the literature. We plan to explore the e e tiveness of o -line prefet hing.
Finally, we plan to in orporate utility (i.e., importan e on
per eived quality) of individual layers in repla ement and
prefet hing me hanisms. Our urrent approa h assumes a
linear utility fun tion where all layers result in similar improvement in per eived quality. However, most of the existing layered en oded streams exhibit a non-linear utility

(e.g., PSNR) behavior a ross di erent layers. The repla ement and prefet hing me hanism should onsider both popularity and utility of a layer in order to minimize the load on
the network while maximizing the overall delivered quality.
7.
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